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Resting and action
potential

Excitability of membranes
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• intracellular space of animal cells is negative
compared to the extracellular space – resting
potential
• this potential can reverse temporarily in
nerve, muscle and some sensory cells – action
potential
• first description of „animal electricity”: Luigi
Galvani anatomist, Bologna, XVIII century zinc and copper
• pursued further by him and his nephew,
Giovanni Aldini physicist – publication in 1791
• Alessandro Volta 1792, physicist, Pavia –
electricity is generated outside of the living
organism by the different metals – voltaic pile
“wet-cell battery”
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Examination of excitability
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• Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley 1939 –
fundamentals of action potentials on the squid
giant axon
• it is the small brother of the giant squid:
largest specimen ever caught: 22 m, trunk
7x1,5 m, arms 14 m, weight 42 t, discs on the
arm: 12-15 cm
• fights with whales: largest disc print on a
whale’s skin: 20 cm, largest eye found in the
stomach of a whale 40 cm
• stories about sea snakes and dragons are based
on sightings of this animal – mistakes ships for
whales and attacks them
• giant axon for escape response – potentials can
be examined using silver wires
• today: glass microelectrodes with tips in the
tenth micron range
• depended also on the development of electronics
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Electrochemical equilibrium
• container divided by semipermeable membrane
• solution of KCl, negative ion impermeable
• quantitative description: electrochemical
potential

µ = µ° + RTlnc + zFE

• if it equals on both sides then they are in
equilibrium

∆µ = µA−µB = RTln(cA/cB) + zF(E A−E B) = 0

• by rearranging we get Nernst equation:

E A − E B = − RT/zF * ln(cA/cB)

• side “A” corresponds to the inside of the cell:
positive ions are in higher concentration, then
outside: potential is negative to compensate
• we always specify the voltage inside of the
cells, considering the outside to be at 0
potential
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Calculation of the equilibrium
• let z=1, t = 29,2 °C and convert ln to log:

E A − E B = − 60 mV * log(cA/cB)
• i.e. a positive ion that has a tenfold
concentration in A, compared to B, is at
equilibrium if A has a potential of -60 mV
• ionic movement:
– |MP| = |equilibrium potential| - no movement
– |MP| > |equilibrium potential|, with same sign –
the ion moves along the electric gradient
– |MP| < |equilibrium potential|, with same sign the ion moves along the chemical gradient
– MP and equilibrium potential have opposite signs:
both gradients move the ion in the same
direction

Donnan equilibrium I.
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• inside the cell pH is neutral – large, nondiffusible protein and polyphosphate molecules
have negative charge
• model: container with semipermeable
membrane, KY and KCl solutions, at an equal,
0,1 M concentration
• membrane is impermeable for Y-; Cl- ions
enter (concentration), K+ ions follow
• small excess of Cl- - negative charge (no
concentration difference between negative and
positive ions! 6000 ions on 1 µ2 100 mV)
• no electrochemical potential difference at
equilibrium for any of the ions

RTln(KA/KB) + F(E A − E B) = 0
RTln(ClA/ClB) - F(E A − E B) = 0 , thus:

KA ClA = KB ClB
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Donnan equilibrium II.
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• initial concentration 0.1 M, x mol entered from
B to A side

• KA = 0,1+x; ClA = x; KB = ClB = 0,1- x
• putting these expressions into the equation
above, x = 0.033
• the condition of the equilibrium is given by the
equation of the electrochemical potential
difference:

E A−E B = −60 mV * log(0,133../0,066..) =
−60 mV * 0,3010 = −18 mV
• it is only a model, but concentrations are
similar in cells – MP is greater than this
• more particles in A – no osmotic equilibrium

π = RT * (∆
∆[K] + ∆[Cl] + ∆[Y]) =
RT * (0,06667 – 0,03333 + 0,1) =
24 * 0,133.. = 3,2 atm !!!!

Resting potential I.
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• membrane potential was first explained by the
Donnan equilibrium
• however, it is larger: between -60 and -90 mV
• cause: in addition to Donnan, unequal distribution
of ions, selective permeability, K/Na-pump
• at Donnan equilibrium change half of K+ to Na+
and start a pump exchanging Na+ and K+ 1:1 –
concentrations change, but not the potential
• let’s decrease permeability for Na+ : it is now
difficult for Na+ to go back to A, easy for K+ to
escape to B – less positive ions in A

INa = gNa(Vm - ENa)
IK = gK(Vm - EK)

and

• if the ratio of pumping is 1:1 then spontaneous
currents should be equal, but opposite in sign

gNa(Vm - ENa )= - gK(Vm - EK)
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Resting potential II.
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• gK : gNa : gCl = 1 : 0,05 : 0,45
at rest
• membrane potential should be close to the
equilibrium potential of K+ : it is also called
K+-potential
• hypo-, hyper-, de-, and repolarization
• many phenomena can be explained by the
equivalence of the currents:
– external K+ increase
• hypopolarization (“perfect murder”)

– increased K+ conductance
• hyperpolarization (GABAB, mACh)

– decreased K+ conductance
• hypopolarization (mACh)

– increased Na+ conductance
• hypopolarization (nACh, glutamate)

– pumping ratio of 3:2
• hyperpolarization (electrogenic pump) – osmotic pressure
decreases
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GHK equation

• Cl- was ignored in the discussion above
• it is problematic: it is either in equilibrium,
or has an inward gradient
• if it has a gradient and permeable, then a
pump should exist – probably there is a Clpump in the membrane
• the Goldman - Hodgkin -Katz equation
takes every ion into account
• it is more an empirical than a completely
theoretical equation, but fits well to
experimental data

Vm =

RT  pK Ko + pNa Nao + pCl Cli
ln 
F
 pK Ki + pNa Nai + pCl Clo
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Action potential (AP)
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• all reasoning above is valid only for the resting
state - MP changes influence the state of the
voltage-dependent channels
• stimulation can induce a fast change in MP
traveling along the membrane – first examined on
the giant axon of the squid
• electric stimulation with square pulses: passive,
electrotonic, then active, local response
• membrane acts as a capacitor (1µ
µF/cm2) – time
is needed for voltage changes

Vt = Vmax * (1-e-t/RC)

Vt = Vmax * e-t/RC

• time (ττ) and space (λ
λ) constant: signal decreases
to 1/e of the initial value (~37%)
• space constant is 1-3 mm in mammalian nerve
and muscle cells, much less on fine processes
• when threshold is reached: action potential

Mechanism of AP
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• described using voltage-clamp measurements
• hypopolarization – opening of voltage-dependent
Na-channels (fast channels)
• Na+ enters (6000 ions 1 µ2 - 100 mV) – further
hypopolarization – can lead to chain reaction
• Na+-conductance increases 400-fold, but fast
inactivation (~1 ms)
• K+ leaves (leakage + delayed channels) repolarization and afterhyperpolarization
• amplitude is limited by the equilibrium potentials
• stimulus strength is coded in frequency
• absolute and relative refractory period - max 1
kHz
• small amount of energy – squid axon, pump
inhibited by ouabain - 10000 discharges possible
• local anesthetics (cocaine derivates) inhibit fast
Na+ channel
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AP in heart and smooth muscle

• AP is long (2-300 ms) in heart muscle because of
a plateau
• opening of fast Na+-, then slower Ca++-channels
• K+-activation is delayed
• long absolute refractory period – no tetany
• entering Ca++ is important for the contraction
• no fast Na+-channel in smooth muscle cells
• AP is caused by voltage-dependent Ca++-channels
• AP is not always induced, if it is present, then
– with plateau – opening of Ca++-dependent K+-channels,
hypopolarization is slowed down, opening of voltagedependent K+-channels is delayed
– without plateau – no Ca++-dependent K+-channels, fast
hypopolarization, voltage-dependent K+-channels open

• in general, AP ascends slowly and can last for a
long time

Propagation of the AP
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• AP induces local circuits
• new AP in neighboring areas
• propagated with unchanged amplitude (without
decrement), all-or-none
• conduction velocity increases with diameter
• myelin sheath – huge increase of velocity
• Schwann cells on the periphery
,
oligodendroglia in the central nervous system
• saltatory conduction - AP is only regenerated at
the nodes of Ranvier
• plasma in internodal segments serves as a “wire”
• squid: 500 µ diameter, 25 m/s velocity
• human: 10 µ diameter on average, instead of
0.5 m/s velocity is 50 m/s thanks to the myelin
• we would need nerve trunks diameters of 30 cm
instead of 3 mm!
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Giant axon of the squid (Loligo)

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 5-21.

Electrical and chemical gradient

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 5-13.
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Resting state

Generation of action potential

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 5-16.
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Ionic background of AP

Conductance changes during APs

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 5-20.
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Passive electric characteristics

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 5-12.

Electrotonic propagation

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 6-3.
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APs in different muscles

skeletal muscle

heart muscle

smooth muscle

Myelin sheath
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Myelin sheath in the CNS

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2000, Fig. 6-8.

Conduction of APs
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